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-NOTICE

OF NEXT MEETING:

March 28. 1990
Hunter College, 69th St. and Park Ave. uRm. 710
General Membership 7:00 pm

Minutes of the PANYC and NYAC General Membership
January 24, 1990 Hunter College Rm. 710
Henn called the meeting to order at 7:15 pm
SECRETARY'S REPORT: 1) Museum should read "Geismar reported that contact was made
with the Museumo the city of NY and 'they are interested in having another series
of speakers in the future." 2) Under Parks, delete "Henn will send a written request
to Comm. Todd.", change "RPFs" to RFPs, and add to end of last sentence "on part of
the park."
TREASURER'S REPORT: Winter reports PANYC's bank holdings as of Feb. 1 at $1,297.11,
and our account earned $98.99 interest in '89.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT: 1) PANYC is now on Landmarks' mailing list for schedule of
public hearings
enn responded to two cases, Seaport Historic District and Fulton
Ferry Historic District. Also wrote in support of Seaport District Community Board.
Community Board 1 representative will present a case against development at 250
Water St. Property is not being valued for its archaeological potential. Action
in future should include writing to commnunity board leaders in support of their
opposition to changes which will threaten or destroy archaeological material or
potential. Local community boards are a good place to state our case, and our
involvement makes us more visible. 2) Henn expressed condolences to Bud Wilson
on behalf of PANYC. 3) UDC has made an arrangement to fund Schermerhorn Row report
through Natural Heritage Trust. Henn will prepare a letter to the Mayor.
4) Announcement of NYAC meeting on January 28th at Skidmore. 5) There will also
be a joint NYAC/NYSAA meetings on April 20, 21, 22; contact Bridges for details.
Members hjp: Application for membership from Anne Dowd was accepted.
A1t0hienn for Silver. Duryea House in Brooklyn burned. Silver will call Michael
De-vonshire to find out who PANYC should contact. Since it is a historic structure,
we must stop any bulldozing; it is an opportunity for testing. We should also check
with Winter about an earlier report on the site.,
Archives: Marshall did not yet hear from NY Historical Society. She does need to
know how much material we will be archiving. INFORMATION IS URGENTLY REQUESTED PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THE ENCLOSED FORM.
Awards: Henn for Cantwell. Mailing on the Salwen Award did go out to universities
with a Feb. 1st deadline for submissions.
CityAgecy laning: No report.
Cuion Norport.
Legislation: No report.
Museum: Geismar contacted the Museum of the City of NY and they are interested in
T chture series for 1991. New education dircosttsimdFe;Gsarwl
discuss with the new Director.
Native American Affairs: SMA proposal/policy statement will be discussed at NYAC
meeting. Cantwell willattend. SHA will also issue a draft policy statement at
their meetings in Tuscon to be sent to their members.
Nominations: Henn reminded the membership to send in their nomination forms.
Parks: Elizabeth Gotbaum will take office as the new Parks Conmiisioner Feb.1. PANYC
sho-uld send a letter. We need to make her aware of the past correspondence between
Parks and PANYC, reiterate the issues, and request a meeting. We do need to convey
a sense of urgency but we should be positive in our approach. An invitation to our
public program should also be sent.
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PulcProgram: Bridges has begun to put the final program together. Speakers will
iTiidrce eismar, Huey on Old Slip, and Henn.
Research and Planning: Rubinson reported that the committee has been asked to
consider organizing a symposium, possibly to be held at Landmarks. Please forward
suggestions to Rubinson.
Shjp eck: Now that there is new legislation in place, at the discretion of the
Pr#iTe~ht and Executive Board, this committee is disbanded for the present.
Specil Pulications: No report.
Standards: Snce we have closure, committee may begin to look into other areas
fo
tri ng.
OLD BUSINESS: None.
NflFTJSTWS: 1) Pagano reported that copies of reports done under the aegis of
Landmar-sare distributed to: Municiple Reference Center, borough respository for
the borough in which the work was done, two in Landmarks office, one to City
Planning. Asked if perhaps NY Historical society could be another repository.
Geismar will check with the Society. 2) Yamin reported- that Morven will not be
used as a museum but for State Trooper housing. This may violate the contract
of the gift. National Park Service work has been going on for the past 5 years;
no analysis is yet done, no report written, and funding may be cut off. If the
current plan for use goes through, probably no restoration will be done, just
plastering. Letters needed from people about concern of the use and restoration
of the property. It is also possible that if Park Service money is used, it may
have to be returned. There must be at least an analysis and report and "judicious
backfilling". We should write to Florio in Trenton, with cc's to Bill Bradley and
state senators. Contact Yamin for addresses. Henn will write on behalf of PANYC.

Respectfully submitted, Anne Donadeo, Secretary 1989-90.

PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEw YORK

CITY

Roselle Henn, President
Professional Archaeologists of New York City
129 West 89 Street
Apt. 33
New York, New York
10024

March 15, 1990

Thomas Amorosi
6 Compton Street
East Rockaway, New York

11518

Dear Tom:
On behalf of PANYC's Executive Board and our entire membership,
I would like to extend our appreciation for your assistance in
arranging for our meeting room in Hunter College this past year.
We were all grateful for having such a convenient and pleasant
location. I hope you will also convey our thanks to the Anthropology
Department for their continued support and assistance.

Sincerely,

Roselle

tWinpen. February 13, 1990, POWe teon

The, Hole Story

by Dr. Allan S. Gilbert
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTOR

original shapes of the windows and their
production techniques.
The Rose Hill manor has also yielded
There is a new "openness" at
loose shards, but in the fail of 1988, team
Fordharn's archaeological excavation. All
members working near the corner
the windows are broken. This is not
between the wing and center hall
surprising for a house that was torn down
uncovered a thick glass deposit. At least
94 years ago. Demolition can be hard on
three inches of highly fragmented pieces
windows. But the unusual part is that all
lay on a brick surface together with a few
the pieces are there. The site has thus
wood frame remnants. Covering the glass
yielded up many potentially restorable
were some two dozen sheet metal roofing
panes, making it possible to launch a
shingles, which were in turn held down by
detailed investigation of 19th century
a 2X3 foot section of brick chimney. The
window glass technology as well as an
end of the semester and the approach of
inquiry into the glazing methods used on
winter forced a speedy removal of the
the manor in its final years. The astute will
glass in buckets. Nothing was left behind
also recognize that the discovery bestows
except for pieces extending eastward
upon the dig team one of the world's
beyond the trench into as yet undug
greatest challenges, the colorless jigsaw
Portions of the site.I
puzle.
Our current explanation for the
Excavations at the manor site have been
preser~ze of the glass within the site
ongoing since 1985 under the auspices of
Presumes that sashes were removed from
the
Departments
of Sociology/
the manor's double hung windows pnior
Anthropology and History with support
to demolition. Disposal of the sashes was
from the University and the Bronx County
finally accomplished by slacking them
Hitorcal Society. The blue tarpaulins
within the ruins where they were
located immediately east of Collins Hall
subsequently covered by landfill. They
cover the exposures made to dale: one
were laid inside a brick-paved drywell
over the rear wail of the east wing that was
about two and a half feet wide and 18
built in 1844-45, and another over the front
inches deep that ran along the front of the
facade at the joint between the wing and
wing. Over nearly a century of burial, the
the central hall. which was probably built
wood frames rotted and the pressure from
jusevoutin
afer hebt pssily ven
above slowly crushed the panes against
ustafer therevuion bu pooibly evenous the brick paving.
earliafer.Pr eilyan coln ialfa mh us
In the summer of 1989, a second, tinner
and afer
meica inepndence, a
accumulation of glass was uncovered,
gentleman's country estate, the old house
nestled within a crawispace of the east
served various purposes but was best
wngUecubrdyhavoelig
known as an infirmary during its use by
wig
teushared wyhayoeree
ing
St. John's College, Fordham's name prior
tonabe, phs hotorph anreme ng
to its 1906 charter as a university. Age and
tor laers
phtogmake, rsainreoein
structural instability may have forced Fr.
Cotguu pieces were often observed
Joseph Campbell, the 16th (previously also
the 131h) college president to raze the
resting next to one another, making it
building in 1896
apparent that intact panes or sashes had
originally been placed in the ground.
We Never Did Windows. Until Now
A semester of washing, sorting.
Shards of shattered window glass are
measuring, reassembling, and consulting
common in excavations of historical sites,
with other historical archaeologists has
The material is brittle to be sure, but it is
made a small dent in the work but has
usually resistant to the hostilities of burial,
provided much information about the
which include temperature fluctuations,
problems and Potential methods of
moisture, and chemical changes.
analysis and study. Not much is known
Although glas~s shards are common, they
about archaeological window glass.
normally represent only a partial
Although the broad outlines of
assemblage of scattered fragments from
development in the window industry are
hundreds of breakages occumrng over
known through general sources on
dozens of years or decades during the life
industrial history, much remains
of a building. Because most pieces are
unconfirmed by Primary documents iissing. the panes tend to be minimally
including archaeological finds. If the
restorable, and the small sections that are
manor windows can be put back into
preserved tell relatively little about the
virtually complete Panes, then we may be
-

1c14HLEC STOIZy
able to Produce important information
craueanmkeons(Whve
relvat t hstoy
idutna hie w tst
discoverdtajugeto curvature is
the most promising avenues of glass
critical. Aelthouh~
lglades
occsoalfh
analysis for use by other digs.
bra along straight lines, straight breaks
.aresoetcas reto on
thsa tuhee
wi
are nearly impossible to join with
e first trieds oting bye hicknpzes
confidence due to the lack of a clean fit
Wefisttredsotngbythckes,
to confirm the attachment.)
figuring that thick shards would not be in
the sane pane as thin ones. Wrong. Early
wmat We Found When We Raised
glassrnakmng techniques produced panes
th Ro
of very variable thickness. Further,
That the sashes slacked in the drywell
because glass is a supercooled liquid, a
were covered by roofing shingles and
pane mounted in a window over a long
weighted down by a piece of chimney is
period of time tends to flow downward
with the force of gravity. Its bottom can janother stroke of luck. We haven't much
end up being thicker than its top. In the jto say yet about the chirmey; all 150 or so
lab, the thickness of each piece is Ills.of it were wedged up onto a wooden
measured in thousandths of an inch, and
tray, set on a handtruck, and wheeled to
depndigher
uonth mesurmen
Ithe dig shed, where it has been drying out,
depening
metsremen
whre
th
is taken, the results can vary
by up to threeuonI The
shingles,
however, tell quite a story.
hundredths of an inch.
I
If they hadn't been used to cover the
So we switched to sorting by color i windows, they probably would have been
instead. Although the glass is basically
sold for scrap. They miught even have been
clear and transparent, it displays various ireused, for as we have learned, they were
shades of g-en and turquoise when
nearly brand new when the manor was
viewed on edge. Panes had to be cut from
wrecked. The shingles are Walter's
a single sheet of glass that had usually.
Standard Metallic Shingles, patented April
been formed from a uniform melt. Panes I 4. 1882, and produced and distributed by
therefore tend to show uniform properties, I
the National Sheet Metal Roofing
including color and chemical composition.
Company of New York City. We suspect
We also grouped Pieces according to
that they are made of zinc galvanized iron
the degree of glass disease. Glass
plate, but the nust-resistant coating may be
containing certain fluxing ingredients,
tin or ternet (tin plus lead). Metal roof
notably sodium, calcium, and potassium,
tends to be chemically unstable; its surface
layers absorb moisture, crystallize, and
flake off in thin scales that give the glass
a pearly iridescence. The disease is not
contagious, but it is "congenitally'
related to the chemistry of the original
melt. The condition thus serves well as a
sorting cnitenion to help reasenible the
Panes.
Another clue to the puzzle is the air
bubbles. Early glass can contain
numerous tiny bubbles, most nearly
microscopic but some large enough to be
seen without optical aid. Depending uponA

how the primary glass sheet is formed
wheter twirled into
a disk (in the crown
glass process) or swung into a cylinder (in
the broad glass process) the spinning or

4

r

swvayng motion that forms sheets out of

blown glass also draws out the bubbles

'

into characteristic shapes and
configurations. Most bubbles in the Rose
Hill glass are lontold in shape and parallel
in aligrnent. suggesting the lengthwise
flow Pattens typical of broad glass

gradually elongates the cylinders until

they are of sufficient size to slit and open
out.

In mending a pane of broad glass. all
bubbles must be oriented shiilarly, since
they were all pointing in the same
direction in the oniginal sheet. By laying
the shards out with their bubbles arranged
the same way, the breakage lines become
properly positioned to match edge

~
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shingles and tiles were introduced Into the
American roofing industry from Europe in
aeIOO
salgtwih
n
fireproof alternative to slate and wood
shingles. Their embossed "Y" Patterns
and edge folds were designed to overlap
and lock the 13X20
pieces together.
Since the patent inch
date of 1882 was
embossed onto the shingles as well, the
manor must have received its new roof in
1882 or later.
Archaeolgy student Patricia Fxorenza
was able to put a terminal date On the roof
replacement. Within the large and valued
collection of trade catalogues archived at
the Avery Architectural Library. Columbia
University, she located one catalogue
published in 1890 by the National Sheet
continued_
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found a number of Jesuit officials of the front section kept the drywell
the end
buttressed
section
side
the
while
College
the
as
such
institutions
academic
of Holy Cross. In addition, the company wall of the east wing against settling,
There is good reason to suspect that at
mentioned 'that roofing was sold to St.
Part Of the manor was unstable. The
leant
York.
New
Johds3 College in Tremont,
between Collins Hail and the north
area
the
for
address
postal
the
Was
Tremiont
of the Administration Building is a
wing
ago,
years
Fordliam area one hundred
conduit for ground
slightly
Fro tisweknw tatthereurishment water saddle-shaped
off the
southward
flowing
e
ccurdbewn
utha
no
s
Fo thma
occupied
area
higher
topographically
btwean
of8 the anmtdaefocred
now by the gym. McGinely Center. and
catalogue,
the
18%). the date of
The stream passes next to
Archival data from Fordbaim illuminates playing fields.
its way down to the wet
on
site
the manor
the matter somewhat. Ff. Patrick Dealy.
Avenue gate. Wit
Third
the
at
depression
major
the 12th college president, pursued
soil swels with
the
precipitation.
heavy
capital imp rovements during his years in
sides of ouroexcavation
the
and
runoff.
this
construction
began
He
office (I1882-1885).
of water
on a new Science Building (now Thebaud tend to crumble from the trickle'
wall of the
Hall) and initiated renovations on a into the dig site. The end upon broad
manor's east wing rested
number of older buildings, including St.
fooling stones set on a layer of small
John's H-ail and the old manor.
pebbles, and such support may not have
the
on
The new roof was likely put
been adequate to prevent stiking into wet
manor by Fr. Dealy. But he may have
ground. We had already noted more than
boon responsible for other modifications
a year ago that, at some point Yale in the
through
light
to
come
have
that
manor's life, a trench was dug into the
retaining
underground
excavation. An
ground 3-4 feet beyond the wing
wall, restuccoing of the front foundations,
foundations and the retaining wall set into
come
have
and toe drywell itself appear to
3.4 foot
it to prevent land slippage. Thestones
same
the
nearly
very
at
existence
into
to
intervening space was filled with
time.
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taken
extant archival photos of the manor
c. 1890. The drywell cannot be seen, but
rawlsace openngs underneath the@est
h elngthvkpdyr
,igta
quite dlear. The roof is obscured on one
htos by strong sunlight
of th
reflectance, which might indicate the
resence of the Walter's Standard Metallic
Shingles.

In sum, the spiffy appearance of the
manor at the time of its demolition in 1896
ight have been the result of Fr. Deoly's
efforts sometime between 1882 and 1885.
Prior to this facelift, the house was
probably charmingly decrepit with a
slowly sinking east end and garish
rharoon foundations. Eleven years after
fr. Decily left office, Fr. Campbell found
condemn the building,
it necessary tobecause,
spiffiness
Oossibly
on its
unstable
still
was
it
notithstaniding.
abafllow foundcr. ions.
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MEESHIP APPLICATION
Membership in PANYC is open to any professional archaeologis( who subscribes to
the purpose of the organization and who meets the following criteria for
education, training and professional activity.
a. Applicants must have been awarded an advanced degree such as an M.A., M.S.,
M.Phil. , Ph.D., D.Sc., or official A.B.fl., from an accredited institution in
archaeology, anthropology, history, classics or other germane discipline with a
specialization in archaeology.
b. Applicants must have had at least six weeks of professionally supervised
archaeological field training and at least four weeks of supervised laboratory
analysis and/or curation experience. Requirements for both field and
laboratory analysis will be considered to have been met by attendance at an
archaeological field school which meets the guidelines set forth by the Society
for Professional Archaeologists.
c. Applicants must demonstrate professional experience in one or more areas of
archaeological activity, such as: field research and excavation, research on
archaeological collections, archival research, administration of units within
public or private agencies oriented toward archaeological research, conduct of
cultural resource management studies for public agencies, or teaching with an
emphasis on archaeological topics. Applicants meeting the education and
training criteria and having other professional interests related to
archaeology will be considered on a case by case basis.
d. All prospective applicants must be approved by a majority of members
present at a regularly scheduled meeting of the general membership.
All
members receive the Newsletter and other PANYC pulications.
We invite anyone interested in New York City archaeology to subscribe to our
Newsletter and to attend our general membership meetings and annual Public
Symposium.
If you are interested in joining PANYC or if you would like to subscribe to the
PANYC Newsletter, please complete the form below and return it to Anne E.
Donadeo, PANYC Secretary, 820 West End Avenue, *IlE, New York, New York, 10025.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------NAME
BUSINESS
HOME
TELEP HONE
ADDRESS
Please indicate preferred mailing address and check below as appropriate.
I wish to apply for membership to PANYC
(Enclose documentation for a-c above.)
I wish to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter
Membership dues are $15 and Newsletter Subscriptions are S10.
Additional donations are welcome and would be greatly appreciated.
Amount of additional donation to PANYC

